WE MAKE LIVE EVENT

STREAMING SIMPLE

Produce your live events and deliver
engaging experiences to every screen with
our cloud-native SaaS solution.

MAKE YOUR EVENT

A LIVE SUCCESS AT SCALE

Leverage the agility of our cloud-based streaming platform to deliver your live
content with unrivaled video quality on every screen. The flexibility of VOS®360 cloud
streaming platform powers even the most complex delivery workflows with ease.
With real-time scaling, and advanced cloud processing your live events are streamed
with optimal efficiency end-to-end. Give your subscribers the live experiences they
expect, anywhere and on any device, with high-availability.
Expand your audience reach and fully monetize your content with support for
dynamic ad insertion. Offer premium content with UHD video for premium live
streaming experiences.

Grow your
audience
& monetize.
Live events can drive massive
audiences to the large screen,
and it’s premium real-estate
for advertisers.
Maximize your revenue
opportunities with high-value
targeted advertising during
high-viewership moments.

Live streaming with
the in-person feel.

Cloud resiliency &
multi CDN enabled.

Guaranteed service
uptime & support.

Deliver premium video quality with
exceptionally low bitrates for reduced
buffering. Our industry-leading EyeQ™ AIbased compression is built in to VOS360.

With georedundancy and multi CDN
capabilities for seamless switching, you
ensure the highest availability and zero
perceived impact for your subscribers if an
outage occurs.

Deliver your live streams with broadcastgrade components, without the heavy
hardware investment.

VOS360 makes watching together possible
and powers multiview TV. With advanced
encoding and transcoding capabilities for
ultra-low latency you can provide the reallife live experiences viewers demand.

VOS360 is cloud-native and agnostic to
run several instances on the major cloud
platforms: Microsoft Azure, AWS and
Google Cloud.
VOS360 scales manifest manipulation
operations for high-value targeted
advertising and dynamic ad insertion.
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We guarantee service uptime with no more
than 5 seconds of downtime per event.
Get dedicated support for mission critical
events from our expert event services
team at every step of the way, from
planning, setup, pre-roll testing, and
throughout the entire event.

harmonicinc.com

